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[57] ABSTRACT 
Apparatus and method for controlling concurrent pro 
cess access of infrastructures comprising tree structures 
of complex object nodes. Apparatus associated with 
each complex object node records an accumulate count 
of each type of lock applied by concurrently running 
computer processes against each infrastructure complex 
node. The apparatus and method respond to lock appli 
cation and removal requests of concurrently running 
computer processes for incrementing and decrementing 
an accumulative count of locks currently pending 
against a process selected complex node and accumula 
tive counts of locks currently pending against ancestral 
complex nodes located in a tree structure of the process 
selected complex node to maintain a current record of 
selective locks applied to each infrastructure complex 
node thereby enabling read and write of information 
into and from complex nodes of the infrastructure. 
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INFORMATION CONTROL SYSTEM FOR 
COUNTING LOCK APPLICATION AGAINST 

COMPOSITE INFORMATION INFRASTRUCTURE 

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED 
APPLICATIONS 

This application is related to the following applica-_ 
tions, which are assigned to the same assignee and con 
currently ?led herewith: 

J. D. Jordan, Jr., Case 1, “Information Control Sys 
tem”; 

J. D. Jordan, J12, Case 2, “Information Control Sys 
tern”; 

J. D. Jordan, Jr., Case 3, “Information Control Sys 
tem”; and - ‘ 

J. D. Jordan, Jr., Case 5, “Information Control Sys 
tem.” 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

The invention relates to apparatus and method for 
controlling concurrent process operations against com 
posite information infrastructures. 

BACKGROUND AND PROBLEM 

Composite infrastructures used with computer sys 
tems oftentimes have an information architecture envi 
ronment which has a number of interconnected com 
plex object nodes. Each object node may have indepen 
dent tree-like structures comprising hierarchies of inter 
connected complex subordinate object nodes of infor 
mation wherein each subordinate object node may fur 
ther comprise independent sub-tree structures of inter 
connected sub-nodes of information. 
Computer systems using the infrastructures may run 

processes wherein the processes concurrently access 
the infrastructures. In particular, a computer system 
may run a number of processes each requiring access to 
complex infrastructures comprising data base architec 
tures. A process may require access to one, several or 
all of the infrastructure nodes many times during the 
running of the process. In order to insure continuity of 
operation, a process may apply an exclusive lock against 
a node that will operate against the node and against all 
the lower hierarchical subordinate and sub-nodes in the 
tree structure of the locked node to allow only the 
process holding the exclusive lock to write into and 
read information from the locked node. In addition, all 
ancestor nodes of the node assigned an exclusive lock 
are assigned an intermediate exclusive lock to ensure 
consistency of information. During the time that a pro 
cess holds the exclusive lock, other processes concur 
rently running on computers served by the complex 
infrastructures are prevented from writing into and 
reading information from the node and subordinate and 
sub-nodes located in the tree structure of the node to 
which the exclusive lock was applied. A process may 
also apply a share lock against a node, the node subser 
vient tree structure‘ and an intermediate’ share lock 
against ancestor nodes of the share locked node that 
allows the process and other processes to only read 
information from the nodes but which operates to pre 
vent a process from applying an exclusive lock thereto. 
A problem arises during the operation of multiple 

processes in that several concurrently running pro 
cesses may be required to apply and remove locks to 
and from various ones of the infrastructure nodes at 
widely varying times during the running of the pro 
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cesses. Another problem arises in that some way is 
required to keep a running account of each type of lock 
that is applied to and removed from each infrastructure 
node during the running of computer processes. 

SOLUTION 

The foregoing problems are solved by apparatus and 
method arranged for controlling computer concurrent 
process operations against a complex infrastructure 
comprising tree structures of complex object nodes 
containing information wherein apparatus associated 
with each of the complex object nodes records an accu 
_mulative count of locks applied by concurrently run 
ning processes against each infrastructure complex 
node. The apparatus and method responds to lock appli 
cation and removal requests of concurrently running 
processes by incrementing and decrementing an accu 
mulative count of locks currently pending against a 
process selected complex node and accumulative counts 
of locks currently pending against ancestral complex 
nodes located in a tree structure of the process selected 
complex node to maintain a current record of selective 
locks applied by computer processes to each infrastruc 
ture complex node. 
Apparatus responds to a process requesting a node 

lock by selecting the node and generating a list of ances 
tral nodes related to and located in a tree structure of 
the selected node. The compatibility of an intermediate 
lock corresponding with the requested lock is com 
pared with a current lock status of each listed ancestral 
node. The accumulative count of a register correspond 
ing with the type of intermediate lock is incremented 
upon determination of the compatibility of the interme 
diate lock with each ancestral node current lock status 
to record that the intermediate lock is currently pending 
against the ancestral node. After incrementing the an 
cestral node registers and upon comparing a compatibil 
ity of the requested lock with the selected node current 
lock status, the accumulative count of a register corre 
sponding with the selected node is incremented to re 
cord the requested lock as pending against the selected 
node and the selected node is locked in accordance with 
the requested lock. 
The apparatus and method responds to a process 

request for a removal of a node lock by selecting the 
node and generating a list of ancestral nodes located in 
the tree structure of the selected node. Apparatus is 
operative upon selecting the node and generating the 
list of ancestral nodes for decrementing the accumula 
tive count of each register corresponding with the se 
lected and listed ancestral nodes as an indication that 
the requested lock is removed and no longer pending 
against both selected and listed ancestral nodes. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWING 

FIG. 1 illustrates an information control system em 
bodying the principles of the invention; 
FIG. 2 sets forth illustrative processes and lock regis 

ters used with the information control system of FIG. 1; 
FIG. 3 sets forth an illustrative table showing a rela 

tionship of complex node and tree structure locks with 
corresponding intermediate locks applicable to ances 
tral nodes and tree structure related to a selected com 
plex node and tree structure; 
FIG. 4 illustrates an illustrative table setting forth a 

compatibility of requested locks with current lock sta 
tus of selected nodes and tree structures and node and 
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tree structures that are ancestors of a selected node and 

tree structures; and 
FIGS. 5 and 6 illustrates a flow chart of the operation 

of the control information system set forth in FIG. 1 in 
accordance with the principles of the invention. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

In an exemplary embodiment of the invention, FIG. 
1, a control information system has a storage system, 
such as a data base system, that may be located in stor 
age apparatus intended for use with a single or a number 
of computer systems such as computer 2. A data base, 
hereinafter referred to as infrastructure 1, may have a 
single or number of infrastructures 1 stored therein that 
may be used by processes that are running within com 
puter 2. Each infrastructure 1 may comprise informa 
tion required for the operation of processes or may be 
software programs and macros that may be accessed at 
various times during the operation of a process and used 
by the process in the execution of various process fea 
tures. ‘ 

A typical information infrastructure, such as infra 
structure 1, may have a root node 10 and a number of 
interconnected complex nodes 100, 101 each of which 
may, in an embodiment of the invention, be a tile of 
information. Each complex node 100, 101, hereinafter 
referred to as a ?le node 100, 101, may have indepen 
dent tree-like structures comprising hierarchies of inter 
connected complex subordinate nodes 1000, 1001, 1010, 
1011 which may be blocks of information and which are 
hereinafter referred to as block node 1000, 1001, 1010, 
1011. A complex subordinate node, or block node 1000, 
1001, 1010, 1011 may further have independent sub-tree 
structures of interconnected sub-nodes 10000, 10001, 
10100, 10101, 10110 of information and which are here 
inafter referred to as information nodes. In the embodi 
ment of the invention, infrastructure 1 .has two ?le 
nodes 100, 101 interconnected with root node 10. File 
node 100, for example, may have two independent tree 
structures, one tree structure which includes block node 
1001 and the other tree structure a two level hierarchy 
tree structure comprising block node 1000. Block node 
1000 has two dependent sub-tree structures one of 
which includes information node 10000 and the other 
sub-tree which includes information node 10001. File 
node 101 is also assumed to have two dependent tree 
structures, one tree structure which comprises a two 
level hierarchy of block node 1011 and infomation node 
10110 and the other tree structure which comprises a 
two level hierarchy of block node 1010 which in turn 
has a sub-tree structure comprising information nodes 
10100, 10101. It is to be understood that other con?gu 
rations of infrastructure 1 are within the teaching of the 
invention and the invention is not limited by the speci?c 
structure of infrastructure 1. 

Infrastructure 1 may be accessed by one or a number 
of computers such as computer 2. Computer 2 may be 
any of a number of different types of computers such as 
an AT&T 3B2-400 and 3B2-310 simplex or duplex com 
puter. Such computers need not be described in detail 
for an understanding of the invention and in general 
have a processor unit 20, memory unit 21 and an inter 
face unit 22 each connected by address, data and con 
trol leads to a bus 23. Interface unit 22 couples data links 
12 and 42 extending, respectively, to data storage de 
vices, such as infrastructure 1 and computer terminal 4, 
with bus 23 so that data may be exchanged with proces 
sor unit 20 by computer terminal 4 and infrastructure 1. 
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4 
Computer terminal 4, which may be any of a number of 
well-known computer terminals or personal computers, 
is coupled to interface unit 22 so that data may be en 
tered into and read from processor unit 20 and memory 
unit 21 by computer terminal 4. Computer terminal 4 
may have, but not necessarily limited thereto, a proces 
sor unit 40, an input device such as keyboard 401 and a 
display device similar to CRT terminal 400. 

It is to be understood that infrastructure 1 may be 
located remote from computer 2 and coupled therewith 
by data links 12. In addition, infrastructure 1, within an 
embodiment of the invention, may be coupled to a large 
number of computers 2 either by data links, such as data 

'link 12, or by a communication network sometimes 
referred to as a ring or star type of network. Although 
FIG. 1 of the drawing shows infrastructure 1 coupled 
by data link 12 with interface unit 22, it is to be under 
stood that infrastructure 1 could be resident as a data 
base in a memory storage device that could be a part of 
a mainframe computer 2 and coupled with data bus 23 
such that processes controlling the operation of com 
puter 2 could access infrastructure 1. 

Referring to FIG. 2, each complex node of infrastruc 
ture 1 is con?gured in accordance with key 11 wherein 
each node has ancestor information identifying the an 
cestor of the node. In addition, each node has pointer 
information therein identifying a dependent child of the 
node and information identifying a sibling node having 
the same ancestor as the node. For example, block node 
1010 has ancestor information identifying ?le node 101 
as a direct ancestor of block node 1010. The child 
pointer information identi?es information node 10100 as 
a child of block node 1010, and the sibling information 
identi?es sibling block node 1011 having the same an 
cestor node 101 as does block node 1010. 

Associated with each complex node of infrastructure 
1 is information indicating the current lock status of the 
node. Such information is assumed for the present em 
bodiment of the invention to be a counting register, 
although not limited thereto. A counting register, 
shown in key 11, records an accumulative count indicat 
ing a current lock status of a node of infrastructure 1. 
For example, a node counting register may indicate that 
multiple locks have been imposed on a node. Each node 
register maintains an accumulative count indicating that 
node exclusive NE, share NS and reserve NR locks, in 
addition to intermediate exclusive IE, share IS and 
reserve IR locks, may have been imposed on a node. As 
an example, root node 10 register, FIG. 1, indicates that 
6 locks, FIG. 2, including 1 node exclusive NE, 4 inter 
mediate exclusive IE and 1 intermediate share IS locks 
have been applied to root node 10. 

In the operation of the present embodiment of the 
invention, processes 210, 211, 212, resident in memory 
unit 21 of a network computer, such as computer 2, are 
run in processor unit'20 with program 3 to control 
access to node information within infrastructure 1. If 
process 210 requires the reading of information from 
information node 10101, computer 2 obtains access of 
infrastructure 1, FIG. 1, via bus 23, interface unit 22 and 
data link 12 and may select information node 10101 
directly or root node 10. Root node 10 register initiates 
the selection of information node 10101, FIG. 2, by 
child pointer data which identi?es child ?le node 100. 
File node 100 directs process 210 to sibling ?le node 101 
which in turn points to child block node 1010. Block 
node 1010 directs process 210 to child information node 
10100 which in turn directs process 210 to sibling infor 
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mation node 10101. In order to write into or read infor 
mation from information node 10101, process 210, via 
operation of program 3, must determine the current 
lock status of information node 10101, FIG. 1, ancestor 
block node 1010, ?le node 101 and root node 10. 

Computers, such as computer 2, having access to 
infrastructure 1, may run multiple process operations 
that require concurrent access to nodes of infrastructure 
1. A process may enable the apparatus to selectively 
lock ones of the nodes and tree structures so as to look 
a node and tree structure such that the process may 
write information into and read information from the 
locked node. The apparatus of the invention has regis 
ters associated with each of the nodes for recording an 
accumulative count of locks applied by concurrently 
running processes against each infrastructure complex 
node. When a process requests the application or the 
removal of a lock, computer 2, operating under control 
of program 3, responds to a lock application and re 
moval request of concurrently running processes by 
incrementing and decrementing an accumulative count 
of a lock register associated with the process selected 
node and accumulative counts of lock registers associ 
ated with ancestral nodes located in a tree structure of 
the process selected complex node to maintain a current 
record of selective locks applied to each infrastructure 
node. Program 3 responds to a process request for a 
lock by selecting the appropriate node and lock identi 
?ed by the process and generating a list of ancestral 
nodes related to the selected node. If, for example, pro 
cess 211, FIG. 2, requests, that a node exclusive NE 
lock be applied against block node 1010, program 3 
generates a list of ancestral nodes located in a tree struc 
ture related to selected block node 1010, FIG. 1, com 
prising root node 10, ?le node 101 and selected block 
node 1010. 
The apparatus, operating under control of program 3, 

FIG. 2, selects root node 10 from the generated list of 
ancestral nodes and determines that alock is to be ap 
plied against root node 10. Program 3, in accordance 
with table 1, FIG. 3, determines that an intermediate 
exclusive IE lock is required to be applied against an 
ancestral node, such as root node 10, when the re 
quested node exclusive NE lock is to be applied against 
a child node such as block node 1010. The compatibility 
of the intermediate type of lock corresponding with the 
requested lock as determined by table 1, is compared, 

- FIG. 4, table 2, with the current lock status of each 
listed ancestral node of the selected node such as ances 
tor root and ?le nodes 10, 101. The present embodiment 
of the invention indicates that each lock applied against 
a node or tree structure, FIG. 2, is recorded as an accu 
mulative count of a lock register identifying a current 
lock status in format 11 corresponding with each node. 
As set forth in compatibility table 2, FIG. 4, intermedi 
ate exclusive IE lock is compatible with node and inter 
mediate share NS, IS locks, node and intermediate re 
serve NR, IR and with node and intermediate exclusive 
NE, IE locks. It is assumed that ?ve locks, such as 3 
intermediate exclusive IE and 1 node exclusive NE and 
intermediate share IS locks, are currently pending 
against root node 10 and 2 locks, such as 2 intermediate 
exclusive IE locks, are currently pending against ances 
tor ?le node 101. Thus, intermediate exclusive IE lock 
corresponding with the selected node exclusive NE 
lock may be applied against ancestral root and ?le nodes 
10, 101 even though the current register status of these 
nodes indicate that node exclusive NE and intermediate 

6 
exclusive IE and share IS locks are currently pending 
against ancestral root and ?le nodes 10, 101. 
Program 3, operative upon determination of the com 

patibility of the intermediate exclusive IE lock with the 
current lock status of each ancestral root and ?le node 

, 10, 101, increments an accumulative count of the inter 
mediate exclusive IE lock register corresponding with 
each ancestral root and ?le nodes 10, 101 by 1 to record 
that the intermediate exclusive IE lock corresponding 
with the requested node exclusive NE lock is pending 
against ancestral root and ?le nodes 10, 101. Thus, the 
accumulative count of root node 10 intermediate exclu 
sive IE lock register is advanced from 3 to 4 and the 

- accumulative count of ?le node 101 intermediate exclu 
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sive IE lock register is advanced from 2 to 3 to record 
that another intermediate exclusive IE lock is currently 
pending against ancestral root and ?le nodes 10, 101. 
After incrementing all of the accumulative counts of 

the, intermediate said selected lock registers correspond 
ing with the ancestral nodes of the selected node, the 
apparatus determines the compatibility of the selected 
node exclusive NE lock with the current lock status of 
selected block node 1010. Since it was assumed that 
only an intermediate exclusive IE lock is pending 
against block node 1010, program 3, in accordance with 
table 2, FIG. 4, determines that the requested node 
exclusive NE is compatible with the intermediate exclu 
sive IE currently pending against block node 1010. 
Program 3 is then operative for incrementing an accu 
mulative count of a node exclusive NE lock register 
corresponding with the selected node by l to record 
that the requested node exclusive NE lock is being 
applied against selected block 1010. Block node 1010 is 
then locked in accordance with the standards of the 
applied node exclusive NE lock and process 211 is en 
abled access to block node 1010 in accordance with the 
requirements of the requested node exclusive NE lock 
and the current lock status of block node 1010. 
Program 3 in response to a process, for example pro 

cess 212, FIG. 2, requesting a removal of a node lock, 
such as the node exclusive NE lock currently pending 
against ?le node 100, selects ?le node 100 and generates 
a list of ancestral nodes including root node 10 and ?le 
node 100 located in the tree structure of the selected 
node. Upon selecting ?le node 100 and generating a list 
of ancestral nodes thereof, program 3 decrements an 
accumulative count of each type of lock register corre 
sponding with listed ancestral root node 10 and selected 
?le node 100 by l as an indication that the requested 
node exclusive NE lock and the intermediate exclusive 
IE lock corresponding therewith have been removed 
and are no longer pending against ?le and ancestral root 
nodes 100, 10. 

In the present embodiment of the invention, it is as 
sumed that initially ?ve locks, such as 3 intermediate 
exclusive IE, 1 node exclusive NE and intermediate 
share IS locks, are currently pending against root node 
10 and 2 locks, such as intermediate exclusive IE locks, 
are currently pending against ?le node 101. It is further 
assumed that process 211, currently running on com 
puter 2, has a requirement to place a node exclusive NE 
lock on block node 1010. Program 3, running under 
control of process 211, FIG. 5, selects block node 1010, 
step 301, and the type of node lock, such as node exclu 
sive NE lock, to be applied to selected block node 1010, 
step 302. Program 3 then generates a list of appropriate 
ancestor nodes, step 303, for the node selected in step 
301. The ancestor list for block node 1010, FIG. 1, 
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includes root node 10, ?le'node 101 and block node‘ 
1010. It is determined that process 211 is to apply locks, 
FIG. 5, step 304. 
Program 3, FIG. 5, step 310, selects the ?rst ancestor 

node, root node 10, and‘ determines if the ancestor list 
node is the select node, step 311. Since root node 10 is 
not the select block node 1010, program 3 determines 
from table 1, FIG. 3, that an intermediate exclusive IE 
lock is required for each ancestor node when a node 
exclusive NE lock is to be applied to a selected child 
node. Program 3 proceeds to determine the compatibil 
ity of the intermediate exclusive IE lock, step 312, by 
comparing intermediate exclusive IE lock with locks 
previously applied to root node 10. When it is deter 
mined, step 313, that intermediate exclusive IE lock, 
table 2, FIG. 4, is compatible with the node and inter 
mediate exclusive NE, IE and the intermediate share IS 
locks that have previously been applied to root node 10, 
program 3 increments the accumulative count 3 of the 
intermediate exclusive IE lock register corresponding 
with ancestral root node 10 by I to record that 4 inter 
mediate exclusive IE locks are currently pending 
against ancestral root node 10, step 314. The intermedi 
ate exclusive IE is applied to root node 10 and access 
granted to process 211 in accordance with the current 
lock status and lock standards as indicated by the lock 
registers corresponding with root node 10, step 315. 
Program 3, FIG. 5, step 31, continues to compare the 

compatibility of the intermediate exclusive IE lock for 
each listed ancestral node of block node 1010 with a 
current lock status of the ancestral node as recorded in 
the ancestral node lock registers by repeating steps 310 
through 315. Since intermediate exclusive IE lock is 
compatible, FIG. 4, table 2, with the current lock status 
of the lock registers associated with ?le node 101 indi 
cating that 2 intermediate exclusive IE locks are cur 
rently pending against ?le nodes 101, the intermediate 
exclusive IE lock register associated with ?le node 101 
originally showing accumulative count 2 is incremented 
by 1 to indicate that an intermediate exclusive IE lock 
has been applied to ?le node 101 and that 3 intermediate 
exclusive IE locks are currently pending against ?le 
node 101. 

After incrementing the intermediate exclusive regis 
ters of ancestor root and ?le nodes 10, 101 to indicate 
that intermediate exclusive IE locks have been applied 
thereto, step 31, FIG. 5, program 3 selects the next node 
from the ancestor list, step 310, and determines that the 
ancestor list node, block node 1010, step 311, is the 
select node. The requested or selected type of lock, 
FIG. 6, step 320, to be applied to block node 1010, a 
node exclusive NE lock, is compared for compatibility, 
step 321, as set forth in table 2, FIG. 4, with previously 
set locks recorded by the lock registers associated with 
block node 1010, FIG. 2. Since it is assumed that block 
node 1010 presently has a pending intermediate exclu 
sive IE lock, it is determined that the selected node 
exclusive NE lock, table 2, FIG. 4, is compatible with 
the current lock status of block node 1010, step 3218 
FIG. 6. Accordingly, the current accumulative count 0 
of the node exclusive NE lock register associated with 
block node 1010 is incremented by l to record that a 
node exclusive NE lock has been applied to block node 
1010, step 322, and access is granted to block node 1010 
in accordance with the standards of the locks recorded 
by the lock registers associated with block node 1010. 
Program 3, step 323, establishes a node and tree record 
of the locks currently applied to infrastructure 1, FIG. 

10 

8 
2, by and in process 211 indicating that a node exclusive 
NE lock has been applied to block node 1010 and inter 
mediate exclusive IE locks applied to ancestor nodes of 
block node 1010 comprising ?le node 101 and root node 
10. Program 3 then grants process 211 access to block 
node 1010 in accordance with the standards of the locks 
currently pending against block node 1010, FIG. 6, step 
323, and exits from the lock sequence, step 341. 

If, during the sequence of comparing the compatibil 
ity of an intermediate type of lock with the current lock 
status of an ancestor node, it is determined that the 
intermediate type of lock is incompatible with the cur 
rent lock status of the ancestral node, FIG. 5, step 313, 

' any locks previously applied to ancestral nodes during 
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this run of program 3 will be removed. When it is deter 
mined that the intermediate type of lock is incompatible 
with the current lock status of an ancestor node, step 
313, program 3 enters the remove lock sequence, step 
316. The remove lock sequence, FIG. 6, step 333, 
chooses the previous node from the ancestor list and 
decrements the accumulative count of a register record 
ing a count of an intermediate type of lock correspond 
ing with the select lock for an ancestor node by 1, step 
331. If the ancestor list node is not the root node, step 
332, steps 333 and 331 are repeated until the appropriate 
lock has been removed from the root node. When it is 
determined that the chose node is the root node, step 
332, and there is a compatibility failure, step 334, pro 
gram 3 indicates a lock failure, step 335, and exits the 
lock sequence. 

Should it be determined that the requested lock is not 
compatible with the current lock status recorded by the 
lock registers associated with the select node, step 321, 
it is necessary to remove all intermediate locks that 
have previously been applied to ancestral nodes of the 
select node during the current operation of program 3. 
Thus, if the select node exclusive NE lock had been 
incompatible with the current lock status of select block 
node 1010, step 321, program 3 would ask if the current 
node is the root node, step 324. Since block node 1010 
is not root node 10, program 3 proceeds to remove lock 
sequence 33 and chooses the previous node, ?le node 
101, from the ancestor list, step 333. The accumulative 
account 3 of the intermediate exclusive IE lock register 
associated with ?le node 101 is decremented by l to 
indicate that the intermediate exclusive IE lock previ 
ously applied to ?le node 101 is now removed, step 331. 
Program 3 then determines if the node is the root node, 
step 332. Since ?le node 101 is not root node 10, remove 
lock sequence 33 chooses the previous node, root node 
10, from the ancestor list, step 333, and decrements the 
accumulative count 4 of the intermediate exclusive IE 
lock register associated with root node 10 by 1, step 331, 
to indicate that the intermediate exclusive IE lock pre 
viously applied to ancestor root node 10 has been re 
moved and that 3 intermediate exclusive IE locks are 
still pending against root node 10. Since the node is root 
node 10, step 332, and it is assumed that the present 
select lock is not compatible with the current lock status 
of select block node 1010, step 334, program 3 indicates 
a lock failure, step 335, and exits the lock sequence. 

It is assumed, FIG. 2, that process 212 requests that a 
node exclusive NE lock be applied against root node 10 
and that root node 10 currently has 4 pending interme 
diate exclusive IE and 1 intermediate share IS locks. 
Program 3 responds to the lock request by selecting 
root node 10, FIG. 5, step 301, and node exclusive NE 
lock, step 302. The ancestor list comprising root node 
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10 is generated, step 303, and it is determined that a lock 
is to be applied to the select node, step 304. Root node 
10 is selected from the ancestor list, step 310, and since 
the selected root node 10 is the select node, step 311, 
program 3 compares the compatibility of the selected 
node exclusive NE lock with the current lock status of 
root node 10, FIG. 6, step 320. Table 2, FIG. 4, shows, 
by the absence of a check mark, that a node exclusive 
NE lock is compatible with the intermediate exclusive 
and share IE, IS locks assumed to be pending against 
root node 10, step 321, and program 3 increments the 
accumulative count, presently assumed 0, of the node 
exclusive NE lock register corresponding with root 
node 10 by 1, to show that a node exclusive NE lock has 
been applied to root node 1, step 322. A process node 
record, FIG. 2, is established in process 212 indicating 
that process 212 has applied a node exclusive NE lock 
to root node 10, FIG. 6, step 323, and access is granted 
process 212 to root node 10 in accordance with the 
standards of the applied locks. Program 3 then exits 
lock sequence, step 341. 

If the select node exclusive NE lock is incompatible, 
_ as shown by the presence of a check mark, table 3, FIG. 

4, with the current lock status of root node 10, FIG. 6, 
step 321, program 3 determines that the currently se 
lected node is root node 10, step 324. Program 3, step 
33, determines that there has been a compatibility fail 
ure, step 334, and indicates that there is a lock failure, 
step 335, before exiting from the lock sequence, step 
341. 

After completion of accessing a node, process 212 
may, for example, elect to remove the node and inter 
mediate exclusive NE, IE locks currently pending 
against ?le node 100 and root node 10, respectively, 
FIG. 2. Program 3 responds to a lock removal request, 
FIG. 5, by selecting the select ?le node 100 and the 
select node exclusive NE lock to be removed, steps 301, 
302. A list of ancestor nodes, including root node 10 and 
select ?le node 100, is generated, step 303, and since 
locks are to be removed, step 304, program 3 enters the 
remove lock sequence 33, FIG. 6. The select node, ?le 

' node 100, is chosen from the ancestor list, step 330, and 
the accumulative count of 1 recorded by node exclusive 
NE lock register corresponding with ?le node 100, is 
decremented by 1 to show that the node exclusive NE 
lock has been removed from select ?le node 100, step 
331. Since ?le node 100 is not the root node, step 332, 
program 3 selects the previous node, root node 10, from 
the ancestor list, step 333, and decrements the accumu 
lative count 4 of the intermediate exclusive IE register 
corresponding with root node 10 by l to show that an 
intermediate exclusive IE lock has been removed from 
root node 10. Since root node 10 is the root node, step 
332, and there is no compatibility failure, step 335, pro 
gram 3 exits the lock sequence. 

I claim: 
1. Apparatus for controlling concurrent process oper 

ations against a complex infrastructure comprising tree 
structures of complex object nodes wherein said appara 
tus comprises 
means associated with each of the nodes for record 

ing an accumulative node count of selective node, 
tree and intermediate reserve, exclusive and share 
locks applied by concurrently running ones of the 
process operations against each node, and 

means responsive to lock application and removal 
requests of said concurrently running process oper 
ations for incrementing and decrementing an accu 
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10 
mulative node and tree reserve, exclusive and share 
lock count of a process operation selected node and 
accumulative intermediate reserve, exclusive and 
share lock counts of ancestral nodes located in a 
tree structure of said process operation selected 
node to maintain a current record of node locks 
applied to each infrastructure node. 

2. The infrastructure controlling apparatus set forth 
in claim 1 comprising 
means responsive to a process operation requesting 

one of said node and tree reserve, exclusive and 
share locks for a node for selecting said node and 
generating a list of ancestral nodes located in a tree 
structure related to said selected node. 

3. The infrastructure controlling apparatus set forth 
in claim 2 comprising 
means operative upon selecting said node and gener 

ating said list of ancestral nodes for comparing a 
compatibility of an intermediate lock correspond 
ing with said requested lock of each listed ancestral 
node with a current lock status of the ancestral 
node. 

4. The infrastructure controlling apparatus set forth 
in claim 3 comprising 
means operative upon determination of said compati 

bility of said intermediate lock with each ancestral 
node current lock status for incrementing an accu 
mulative count of a register corresponding with 
each ancestral node to record application of said 
intermediate lock corresponding with said re 
quested lock as pending against the ancestral node. 

5. The infrastructure controlling apparatus set forth 
in claim 4 comprising 
means enabled upon setting all ancestral node regis 

ters for incrementing an accumulative count of a 
register corresponding with said selected node to 
record said requested lock as being applied against 
said selected node and for locking said selected 
node in accordance with said requested lock and 
enabling access to said selected node in accordance 
with requirements of said applied requested lock. 

6. The infrastructure controlling apparatus set forth 
in claim 5 comprising 
means responsive to a process operation requesting a 

removal of a lock from a locked node for entering 
a remove lock sequence by selecting said locked 
node and generating a list of ancestral nodes lo 
cated in the tree structure of said selected locked 
node. 

7. The infrastructure controlling apparatus set forth 
in claim 6 comprising 
means operative upon selecting said locked node and 

generating said list of ancestral nodes thereof for 
decrementing said accumulative count of each 
register corresponding with said selected locked 
node and listed ancestral nodes thereof as an indica 
tion that said requested lock is no longer pending 
against said selected locked node. 

8. Apparatus for controlling concurrent process oper 
ations against a complex infrastructure comprising tree 
structures of complex object nodes wherein said appara 
tus comprises 
means responsive to a process requesting one of node 
and tree reserve, exclusive and share locks for a 
node for selecting said node and generating a list of 
ancestral nodes related to and located in a tree 
structure of said selected node, 
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means operative upon selecting said node and gener- 11. The computer implemented method of control 
ating said list of ancestral nodes for comparing a ling concurrent process operations against a complex 
compatibility of an intermediate lock correspond- infrastructure as set forth in claim 10 comprising the 
ing with said requested lock for each listed ances- step of 
tral node withacurrent lock status of the ancestral 5 comparing a compatibility of an intermediate lock 
node, ' ~ corresponding with said requested lock of each 

means operative upon determination of said compati- listed ancestral node with a current lock status of 
bility of said intermediate lock with each ancestral the ancestral node‘. 
node current lock status for applying said interme- 12. The computer implemented method of control 
diate lock to the ancestral node and incrementing 10 ling concurrent process operations against a complex 
an accumulative count of a register corresponding infrastructure as set forth in claim 11 comprising the 
with the ancestral node to record application of step of 
said intermediate lock corresponding with said incrementing an accumulative count of an intermedi 
requested lock, ' ate lock register corresponding with the ancestral 

means enabled upon incrementing all ancestral node 15 node upon determination of said compatibility of 
registers and upon comparing a compatibility of said intermediate lock with each ancestral node 
said requested lock with said selected node current current lock status to record an application of said 
lock status for incrementing an accumulative count intermediate lock to the ancestral node. 
of a register corresponding with said selected node 13. The computer implemented method of control 
to record said requested lock as pending against 20 ling concurrent process operations against a complex 
said selected node and for locking said selected infrastructure as set forth in claim 12 comprising the 
node in accordance with said requested lock, step of 

means responsive to a process requesting a removal incrementing upon setting all intermediate lock regis 
of said requested lock from said selected locked ters of ancestral nodes of the selected node an accu 
node for entering a remove lock sequence by se- 25 mulative count of a lock register corresponding 
lecting said locked node and generating a list of with the selected node to record said requested 
intermediate locked ancestral nodes located in the lock as being applied against said selected node and 
tree structure of said selected locked node, and for locking said selected node in accordance with 

means operative upon selecting said locked node and said requested lock. 
generating said list of intermediate locked ancestral 30 14. The computer implemented method of control 
nodes for removing said selected and intermediate ling concurrent process operations against a complex 
locks from said selected and each listed ancestral infrastructure as set forth in claim 13 comprising the 
locked node and decrementing said accumulative step of 
count of each register corresponding with said entering a remove lock sequence by selecting a 
selected and listed ancestral locked nodes as an 35 locked’ node in response to a process operation 
indication that said requested lock and intermediate requesting a removal of a lock previously applied 
locks are removed and no longer pending against to said locked node and generating a list of interme 
said previously locked selected and listed ancestral diate locked ancestral nodes located in the tree 
nodes. structure of the selected locked node. 

9. A computer implemented method for controlling 40 15. The computer implemented method of control 
concurrent process operations against a complex infra- ling concurrent process operations against a complex 
structure having tree structures of complex object infrastructure as set forth in claim 14 comprising the 
nodes comprising the steps of step of 

applying node, tree and intermediate reserve, exclu- decrementing upon selecting said locked node and 
sive and share locks to the nodes in response to 45 
lock requests of ones of the process operations to 
selectively lock the nodes and recording an accu 
mulative count of locks applied by the concur 
rently running process operations against each 
infrastructure node in a lock register correspond 
ing with the infrastructure node, and 

incrementing and decrementing in response to lock 

50 

generating a list of said intermediate locked ances~ 
tral nodes thereof said accumulative count of each 
lock register corresponding with said selected and 
listed ancestral locked nodes as an indication that 
said requested lock and corresponding intermedi 
ate locks have been removed and are no longer 
pending against said selected and listed ancestral 
locked nodes. 

application and removal requests of said concur- 16. A computer implemented method for controlling 
rently running process operations a count of a lock concurrent process operations against a complex infra 
register of a process operation selected node and 55 structure having tree structures of complex object 
counts of intermediate lock registers corresponding nodes comprising the steps of 
with ancestral nodes located in a tree structure of selecting a node in response to a process requesting a 
said process operation selected node to maintain a lock of said selected node and generating a list of 
current record of locks applied to each infrastruc- ancestral nodes located in a tree structure related to 
ture node. 60 said selected node, 

10. The computer implemented method of control- comparing a compatibility of an intermediate lock 
ling concurrent process operations against a complex corresponding with said requested lock for each 
infrastructure as set forth in claim 9 comprising the step listed ancestral node with a current lock status of 
of the ancestral node, 

selecting a node in response to a process operation 65 incrementing an accumulative count of an intermedi 
requesting a lock of said selected node and generat- ate lock register corresponding with an- ancestral 
ing a list of ancestral nodes located in a tree struc- node upon determination of said compatibility of 
ture related to said selected node. said intermediate lock with each ancestral node 
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current lock status to record an application of said 
intermediate lock to the ancestral node, 

incrementing upon setting all intermediate lock regis 
ters corresponding with ancestral nodes of the 
selected node an accumulative count of a lock 
register corresponding with the selected node to 
record said requested lock as being applied against 
said selected node and for locking said selected 
node in accordance with said requested lock, 

entering a remove lock sequence in response to a 
process requesting a removal of lock previously 
applied to a locked node for selecting said locked 
node and generating a list of intermediate locked 
ancestral nodes located in the tree structure of said 
selected locked node, and 

decrementing upon selecting said locked node and 
generating a list of intermediate locked ancestral 
nodes thereof said accumulative count of each lock 
register corresponding with said selected locked 
node and listed intermediate locked ancestral nodes 
as an indication that said requested locks have been 

14 
removed and are no longer pending against said 
selected and listed ancestral nodes. 

17. Apparatus for controlling concurrent processes 
against a data base comprising tree structures of com 

5 plex object nodes of information wherein said apparatus 
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comprises 
register means associated with each node for record 

ing accumulative counts of node, tree and interme 
diate reserve, exclusive and share locks selectively 
applied by concurrently running processes against 
the node, and 

means responsive to lock application and removal 
requests of ones of the processes for appling and 
removing ones of said locks to a process selected 
node and incrementing and decrementing said ac 
cumulative count of said register means of said 
process selected node and accumulative counts-of 
said register means of ancestral nodes located in a 
tree structure of said process selected node to main~ 
tain a current record of selective locks applied to 
each data base node. 
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